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THE COMPANY
Repro
Flex
• Afripack divests ACF Repro
• 2012 - The start of a small, customer focused plate making facility
• Wealth of Expertise between sales (Jamie) and plate making
(Craig)
• Dupont Fast System for plate making
• Process uses heat instead of solvents
• Quick turn around times
• Environmentally friendly
• Dupont Fast System for plate making
• Flint Solvent Plate Processor installed Nov 2013
• Screen Platerite FX 1524 – plate imaging
• 4800 dpi for producing HD photopolymer printing plates
• Industry standard 4000 dpi
• Unique proofing process
• 4 UV and 2 Solvent based digital printers
• Ability to proof on actual substrate
• Epson digital printer
• High resolution, print simulated cromalin proof
• 95% colour accuracy
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PROCESSES
Overview
• DTP Design, origination and Repro
• Adobe Illustrator CC

• Retouching
• Adobe Photoshop CC
• 1 Bitt Tiff (Quality Control) – First Proof Pro

• Proofing
• Proof is ISO verified with an online Colour Spectrometer and
Accurately simulatesFlexo / Gravure Dots

PROCESSES
Overview
(continued)
• Barcode Verification Reports

• Plate making

• Digital Microscope and Micrometer
• To check plate thickeness and quality

EQUIPMENT
Overview
• Screen Platerite FX1524 – CDI Plate Imager
• 4800 DPI imaging
• 1067mm x 1524mm plate size capability
• 900m² per month plate capacity
• Xeikon Thermoflex 80D – CDI Plate Imager
• At 5200 DPI Imaging (Highest resolution
in Africa)
• 1270mm x 2032mm plate size capability
• 1800m² per month plate capacity
(Full resolution)
• Vianord Exposure Unit
• 1270mm x 2032mm plate size capability
• High Strength UV lamps for faster exposure times and better control
for Flat Top Dot Plate technology

EQUIPMENT
Overview
(continued)
• Flint Nyloflex Solvent Washer
• 1800m² per month plate capacity

• Cyrel Fast 1000TD
• Emergency replacement plates made under 1 hour

• Cyrel Exposure and Finishing Unit
• Emergency replacement plates made under 1 hour

AFRICAN FLEXOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS
www.afsprint.co.z
a
• Specialise in short-run and medium run sample packaging production
• We have the ability to print on almost any substrate and out samples
include flexible packaging (bags), shrink sleeves (we are involved in
both the print and distortion process), labels and boxes.
• The packaging we produce is used in the design phase, for print and
television commercials and is an integral part of product launch
campaigns.
• We are the preferred supplier to both the FMCG Companies and
packaging design agencies within South Africa and we have produced
samples for the UK, Asian and Greater African markets.
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AFRICAN FLEXOGRAPHIC SOLUTIONS
Distortion Process and Shrink
Sleeves

Distorted File

Client file

Creation of White Layer

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR THE AFRICAN MARKET
• Reprographers / Flexographers have always found it relatively
difficult to explain what it is that we do.
• We are more than just manufacturers of giant size rubber
stamps!
• We are selling our Packaging Expertise rather than beureauing
design ready artwork into plates.
• A comprehensive understanding of our print customers
machinery and processes.
• Forming the link between a pretty design, the brand owner’s
expectations and what is commercially feasible.
• Advising on various packaging options. Through our digital
division AFS, we are able to give various options.
• Matt v Gloss
• Metalized / Opaque / Transparent
• High Barrier v Low Barrier Substrates
• We sometimes need to traverse the packaging life-cycle in
that we are often asked to give our input at design stage.
• The African Customer likes to talk to 1 supplier and get from
A-B in shortest amount of time.

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR THE AFRICAN MARKET

• Initial brief from customer – design work
• Specific regarding animals required
• Retouching
• Colour, size, importance of tracing effectively

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR THE AFRICAN MARKET
Retouching – not a lost art
•
•
•
•
•

An integral part of the plate making process
Expertise associated in the art of re-touching
Retouching for the end of a print run / not just for sign-off
Making the reproduction efficient and easily repeatable
Helping the brand owner attain on-shelf consistency

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS FOR THE AFRICAN MARKET
Retouching – not a lost art
• Supplied Artwork versus Retouched Artwork
• Retouched to achieve colour consistency and accuracy on press
• Love pretty pictures and admiring our / our customers brands
• Living the brand and meeting our customers expectations

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR

EXPLAINING THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR AND ECG

EXPANDED COLOUR GAMUT PRINTING (ECG)
• Spot colours are used in both offset and flexo printing
• Consistency on press
• Fine coloured text and large impact areas
• Visual impact and shelf appeal
• Brand colour management – eg Coca Cola Red
The results are often impressive and pleasing the customer is important, but
at what cost?
With Repro Flex and KODAK SPOTLESS Software you can deliver the visual
impact of spot colours without the cost. It is an intuitive, easy-to-use
solution for replacing spot colours with accurate recipes for 4, 5, 6 and 7color process printing. With SPOTLESS Software, you can tackle even the
most demanding artwork while controlling cost and maximizing efficiency.

EXPANDED COLOUR GAMUT PRINTING (ECG)
Primary Benefits
Deliver the impact of spot colour while reducing inefficiencies associated
with them
• Extended process colour builds allow you to combine jobs that
traditionally require separate print runs
• With one ink set providing a wide colour gamut, jobs do not require
multiple runs through the press, or the use of extended multi-unit
presses
• Wash-ups between jobs are unnecessary, and downtime is
significantly reduced
• Improve customer satisfaction
• Deliver spot colour impact at competitive prices
• Expand creative options to meet brand owner objectives by enabling
designers to incorporate multiple spot colours, rather than be limited
by conventional spot colour production process

EXPANDED COLOUR GAMUT PRINTING (ECG)
Software Capabilities
• Transforms a library of spot colours into easy-to-manage, digital
libraries of process colour recipes that are based on a print conditiontypically an ink set, press, and substrate
• Up to 7-color process modelling (n-colour) for flexo
• Flexible ink combination controls to tailor how the software chooses
recipes
• Database with web reports for tracking and analysing results over
time

EXPANDED COLOUR GAMUT PRINTING (ECG)
Feature
Benefit
Up to 7-color process modeling (n-color) for BOTH flexo
Accurate reproduction of spot colors
and offset
Flexible ink combination controls to tailor how the
software chooses recipes
More control in production process
Database with web reports for tracking and analyzing
results over tim
Reduce press down time, increase uptime efficiency
Spot colors are simulated using screen tint builds of the
base process colors.
Washups between jobs are unnecessary, and downtime is
significantly reduced
Avoid multiple passes or extended multi-unit presses
Utilize one ink set to provide a wide color gamut

Jobs do not require multiple runs through the press, or the
use of extended multi-unit presses

Ability to deliver spot color value with extended process
Gang up jobs, enable shorter runs
color builds

EXPANDED COLOUR GAMUT PRINTING (ECG)
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